
Custom Power Conversions Outbound Sales Process

SDR:

CPC SDR’s are responsible for initial cold outreach to Target Market of CPC 
Prospects. Their goal is to qualify the lead and if they are qualified, get them to 
commit to a meeting for an EV Strategy Call. During the cold call, the SDR will also 
take detailed notes to hand off to the closer before the scheduled meeting. SDR 
will be responsible for coordinating schedules and calendar invitations. 

SDR are expected to make 100-200 Dials per day via Kikie. In addition, they should 
also send out 100-200 Emails per Day. 

Closers (EV Strategist):

Closers, also referred to as EV Strategist, are the ones who are responsible for 
running the sales meeting and for getting deals to the finish line. They also help 
Identify areas of opportunities for organization looking to take their gas powered 
vehicle and converting them to electric. EV Strategist is also proficient in 
understanding tax breaks and any incentives for organizations taking on early 
adoption of EV.



KPI for Sales Team:

SDR: 100-200 Dials Per Day. 4-12 Meetings Booked per Week

Closers: 1-3 New Deals Closed Per Month (@ 10% Close Rate)

Offers:

Gas to EV Clean Energy Assessment ($2,000-$10,000)

This assessment, is where CPC will come in to the organization and assess all fleet 
vehicles, to provide and develop a clear strategy to convert some or all vehicles 
but also ensuring that no vehicles are sidelined from day-to-day operation. In 
addition, CPC will consult and also identify any local or federal tax incentives for 
the organization that they will be able to take advantage of. 

This end to end strategy will provide the organization with a clear path to 
conversion and is the first step of our engagement with the prospects. Through 
our Gas to EV Clean Energy Assessment, CPC controls the entire process 
including when vehicles get converted. 

Expected Sales Cycle: Less Than 30 Days

Vehicle EV Conversion (Price Varies):

CPC converting gas powered vehicle to EV. Cost will depend on needs and 
estimate provided by CPC



Expected Sales Cycle: 30-365 Days

Target Market: 

Companies over 1M in Revenue with more than 3 Vehicles in their Fleet. Located in 
the Central FL area

COLD CALL Script: 

Software (CRM)

Hubspot (CRM for Lead Tracking & Email Campaigns): https://
www.hubspot.com

CPC Cold Call Script
[NAME] This Is [Name]?! At Custom Power…
docs.google.com

CPC Cold Call Script
[NAME] This Is [Name]?! At Custom Power…
docs.google.com

https://www.hubspot.com
https://www.hubspot.com


Kikie Dialer (Power Dialer with Call Recording): https://www.kixie.com

https://www.kixie.com


Lead Data Base (Uplead): https://www.uplead.com

https://www.uplead.com


Average Costs for One Sales Pod:

SDRs: $2,500 per month (Per SDR) with potential for small commission 

Closer: $4,000 per month with Commission 

Director of Sales: $8,000 Per Month With Bonus through Performance

Cost of Sales Team:$17,000/Month $204,000/Yr

Sales Software Break Down:

Kikie: $3,120/Yr



Hubspot: $14,400/Yr

Uplead: $3,590/yr

Total Cost of Sales Software: $21,110/Yr

Bare Minimum Capital to Sales Department: $225,110.00 (Estimate)


